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(57) ABSTRACT 

This invention utilizing an expansion dial and expansion 
plates is unique due to the fact that never before has there 
been a shoe that functions as a “normal” shoe that expands 
easily using a dial to choose the desired siZe of shoe. This 
invention is intended primarily for toddlers’ shoes due to the 
relatively fast changing of foot siZe, however can be incor 
porated into children’s shoes as Well. 
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Expansion Assembly 

Shoe Elevation 

1) Expansion lugs: Sized to progressively push Exp. rods thus expanding shoe, with toe expansion proportional to foot expansion. Size Exp. lugs accordingly. 
Note on Exp. lugs: Can be extended around lug Wheel for further shoe extension. 

2) Expansion lug wheel. Used to spin Exp. lugs into place to expand shoe. Can be operated by attached cast in place knob, or notch out for screwdriver. 
3) Expansion rods. Cast into sole at ends such that shoe is "pushed" and expansion occurs at desired locations. 
4) Expansion through shoe. Made of elastic material (or equivalent). 
5) "Corrugated" rubber sole to allow for expansion. ' 
6) Lacing: lacing not shown for clarity. Sleeve lace holes to accommodate expansion, or space expansion to miss lacing. 
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EXPANSION SYSTEM TO INCREASE THE SIZE 
OF A SHOE 

[0001] This system allows for the expansion of a shoe by 
“pushing” the extents of the shoe through expansion points 
by rotation of an expansion dial. 

PROCESS OF EXPANSION 

[0002] Included in this system is an expansion dial that is 
graduated along the radius of the dial, thus as the dial is 
turned, the effective radius gets bigger. A plate (steel or 
plastic or equivalent) rides along the dial. The plate is 
anchored into the extremity of the shoe. When the dial is 
turned, the graduated radius Will push on the plate, Which 
Will in turn push on the extremity of the shoe. Additionally, 
the plate Will have to extend past an expansion “area” 
through the cross section of the shoe. This material Will be 
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able to expand to alloW the extremity of the shoe to be 
pushed out Without overstressing the shoe. 

[0003] In order for the shoe to expand, the user Will turn 
the expansion dial. As the dial turns, the graduated radius 
Will push the expansion plate (one toWard the front of the 
shoe, and one toWard the back) out. As the plate pushes the 
extremity of the shoe out, the expansion area (betWeen the 
expansion dial and the termination of the expansion plate) 
Will expand, alloWing the entire shoe to expand Without 
overstressing any materials in the shoe. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Expansion system, using an expansion dial and embed 

ded expansion plates, alloWs for easy, incremental, revers 
ible expansion of a shoe. 

* * * * * 


